mars
ALFRED LAMBREMONT WEBRE, CHAIRMAN, MARS’ BOARD OF ADVISORS,
TELLS LEADING SPANISH NEWSPAPER “MARS IS INHABITED BY HUMANS”
La Vanguardia: Give me evidence.
Webre: Statements by government employees
who have witnessed the United States
participate in programs involving secret
relationships
with
certain
extraterrestrial
civilizations.
La Vanguardia: Does that mean it has already
been in contact with extraterrestrials?
Webre:
Yes, since the Fifties, the U.S.
government, according to these witnesses, has
been working secretly with them…
Andrew D. Basiago, the son of a CIA officer,
was enrolled at age seven in a secret program
for gifted and talented children, who were
trained to be ambassadors to extraterrestrials.
Alfred Lambremont Webre, chairman, MARS,
in Spain’s La Vanguardia in September 2009
*****
BARCELONA, SPAIN (LA VANGUARDIA)
September 10, 2009, by Ima Sanchis
Alfred L. Webre, director,
Cooperation in Space (ICIS):

Institute

La Vanguardia: Any contact?
Webre: He met with three astronauts from Mars
at the Curtiss-Wright facility in Wood Ridge, NJ
in 1970 as the Martians were completing a trip to
Earth.
In January 2009, Virginia Olds, an
employee of the CIA, confirmed that the CIA
knows that there is a humanoid civilization of
one million living beneath the surface of Mars.
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“Mars is inhabited by humanoids.”
Webre: I am 67 years old. I was born on a
naval base in Florida during the Second World
War. I live in Vancouver, British Columbia. I am
a Doctor of Laws and a judge on the Kuala
Lumpur War Crimes Tribunal. I am married and
have a son and two step-daughters.
We live in a universe of intelligent origin. There
is evidence that there are ethical civilizations
more advanced than ours involved in the
process of our development.

We believe that around 9,500 BC, debris
fragments from the Vela supernova explosion
entered our solar system and damaged the
ecology of Mars. The Martians − some 150
years more advanced than us ethically and
technologically − took refuge beneath the
surface of their planet.
In December 2008, we published a report that
includes photographs taken by NASA's rover
Spirit that identifies several species of humanoid
beings and different animal species, as well as
carved statues and built structures, on the
surface of Mars. This article can be found at
www.exopolitics.com.
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mars
Webre tells La Vanguardia newspaper that
“Mars is inhabited by humans” – page 2
La Vanguardia: There are three astronauts that
have seen extraterrestrial life.
Webre: Yes, Buzz Aldrin, who flew on, Apollo
XI, said that when they reached the Moon in
1969, there were two major alien spacecraft
across the large crater in which they landed. His
version was later verified by NASA officials.
La Vanguardia: This stuns me.
Webre:
Dr. Steven Greer, director of the
Disclosure Project, has collected over 500
testimonies from senior military, government and
intelligence officials who witnessed the ET
presence. These were made public in May 2001
at the National Press Club in Washington.
La Vanguardia: Mexico, Chile, Brazil and Peru
have made public their files on UFOs.
Webre: Recently, they were joined by France,
Sweden, Denmark and the UK, which brought
out 7,200 records collected by D155, a secret
UFO unit of the Ministry of Defense (MoD).
La Vanguardia: Why not divulge the existence
of life on Mars?
Webre: For political reasons.
Therefore, MARS will be bringing a claim under
the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) to require
that NASA acknowledge the existence of
intelligent life on Mars.
La Vanguardia:
themselves
in

And why not present
society,
the
Martians?

Webre: Ours is a world that we can assume is
under a quarantine order imposed by the
government of the Universe.
La Vanguardia:
now…

And that quarantine ends

Webre: We believe that ethical extraterrestrial
civilizations have used the UFO phenomenon to
acclimate us to their existence, and that
between the years 2010 and 2020 we will begin
to have open relations with those civilizations.
La Vanguardia: And first contact will be with
the Martians?
Webre: Yes, because there are many mutual
benefits. They can give us technology and
expertise and we have a beautiful green planet
that they can migrate to.
La Vanguardia:
works?

Is this how the Universe

Webre:
There are many dimensions and
universes parallel to our own. Some
extraterrestrial civilizations come from another
dimension, a parallel universe, which is why
UFOs can appear and disappear.
La Vanguardia:
more advanced?

How are these civilizations

Webre:
We are living in a Universe of
organized and ethical civilizations that have
mastered the time dimension, and these are the
ones that are probably developing our reality.
La Vanguardia: To what ultimate end?
Webre: According to some theories, to rapidly
evolve our civilization so that we leave the
permanent war economy and transition toward a
sustainable economy. Human consciousness
has developed so that we are now ready to
enter a universal age and enter into open
relations with these other civilizations.
La Vanguardia: They could throw us a hand.
Webre: There is a primary directive to not
interfere in the evolution of another civilization.
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mars
Webre tells La Vanguardia newspaper that
“Mars is inhabited by humans” – page 3

Bookshelf

But in a very short time, humanity will use
quantum teleportation and free energy from
space. We are in a transitional era in which we
must choose between destruction or evolution.

Webre’s Exopolitics (2005)
Alfred Lambremont Webre
La Vanguardia: Your work consists of studying
the great government of the Universe?
Webre: Exopolitics is the social science that
studies the relationships between our human
civilization and other intelligent civilizations in
the Universe. One of our first steps toward
universal diplomacy will be to successfully
interact with the human civilization on Mars.
La Vanguardia: I understand.
Webre: I am working with Dr. Norman Miranda,
chief of staff to the President of the UN General
Assembly, for the United Nations to represent
the Earth to the civilization on Mars.
*****
Translated from Spanish
Andrew D. Basiago
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Exopolitics in Spanish (2009)
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